Cedar Park Typhoons vs Rattan Creek Hurricanes
June 2, 2018

Rattan Creek Pool, 7617 Elkhorn Mountain Trail, Austin, TX, 78729

Check-in Timeline/Procedures:
5:15- Setup crew arrives and begins setup
5:45- Tent parents check-in, head to your age group tent and assist in preparing the
area for swimmers. (lay out tarps, check for ants, etc.) If you are running late skip to the
front of the check in line when you arrive.
6:00- Swimmers and parent volunteers check-in together. Swimmers will not be
permitted to check-in without a parent volunteer present. Check-in table volunteers
must verify that all needed volunteers and swimmers are present before they will check
your swimmer in for the meet. Swimmers then head immediately to their age group
tent, let the tent parents know they have arrived, and prepare for warm-up/arm
marking.
6:40- Swimmer Scratch Deadline. Any swimmer not checked-in at the table by checkin volunteers will be scratched from the meet at this time. That means they will not be
swimming, no exceptions.
*Please observe the staggered arrival times. This ensures that the tents will be staffed
when swimmers arrive and that children are not underfoot when equipment is being
unloaded in their tent area.

Pre-Meet Timeline/Procedures:
6:15-6:45- Hurricanes warm-up

6:45-7:15- Typhoons warm-up

7:10- Volunteer meetings:
Timers meet near the slide
Stroke Judges meet near the deep end
7:25- Volunteers to their posts
7:20- First call for events 1,2, & 3
7:30- Meet begins

Other Important Details…


No personal gear (tents, camp chairs, coolers, etc.) is to be set up on the pool deck.
Please set up chairs in outside the fence in the playground area.



There are several restricted areas during the meet that the Hurricanes ask us to
observe. 1) Marked Exchange and Stroke Judge paths

2) the walkway between the

baby pool and competition pool 3) the baby pool and playscape. Please respect the
home team and inform your children and other visitors of these out-of-bounds areas.


Parking is available in the lot adjacent to the pool, on Elkhorn Mountain, and Tamayo, as
well as in the surrounding neighborhood. Please do not block driveways or hydrants.



Tent Parents! Swimmers should enter and exit the pool through the gates at the lower end
of the pool between the shed and the playground. Swimmers can get to the ready bench by
walking alongside the shed and up the back steps.

